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Advancing Student Achievement Through Elementary and Secondary Education Act Waivers

Justin Lam

INTRODUCTION

To test, or not to test: that was the question that rankled Illinois school district leaders, advocates, and members of the State Board of Education during a November 2020 public meeting.\(^1\) Seven months earlier, as COVID-19 led to widespread school closures in March, then-U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos waived federal requirements for students to take year-end assessments.\(^2\) Yet the waivers were only for the 2019–20 school year.\(^3\) The pandemic showed no signs of abating as the 2020–21 school year continued, and Illinois leaders wondered whether a new presidential administration would issue similar waivers.\(^4\)

Such waivers come from the Elementary and Secondary...
Education Act (ESEA), the main source of federal aid for education.\textsuperscript{5} In Fiscal Year 2020, Congress appropriated $25.9 billion for the Act’s programs, which include Title I-A aid for disadvantaged students, Title II teacher professional development, Title III English Learner (EL) instruction, Title IV safe and healthy students and charter school expansion programs.\textsuperscript{6} The Act conditions Title I-A aid on assessments and accountability: states must administer annual assessments in English/language arts and math in grades 3-8 and once in high school, as well as science tests in some grade levels and annual English language proficiency tests for English learners.\textsuperscript{7} Each state must have an accountability system that “meaningfully differentiates” between public schools and identifies the lowest-performing schools for comprehensive or targeted support and improvement.\textsuperscript{8}

The Act also contains a rare congressional delegation of power: the power to waive Congress’s rules.\textsuperscript{9} When a state educational agency or tribal authority requests a waiver, section 8401 of the ESEA allows the Secretary of Education to “waive any statutory or regulatory requirement,”\textsuperscript{10} although some exceptions apply.\textsuperscript{11} The Act specifies four grounds upon which the Secretary may deny a waiver request—including when a request fails to demonstrate how it “will advance student academic achievement consistent with the purposes of this Act.”\textsuperscript{12}

Prior Secretaries of Education have typically granted waivers in response to changing conditions or state needs. As of publication, the U.S. Department of Education website has responded to 488 requests

\textsuperscript{6} Id.
\textsuperscript{7} Id. at 4–5.
\textsuperscript{8} Id. at 5–6.
\textsuperscript{9} See David J. Barron & Todd D. Rakoff, In Defense of Big Waiver, 113 Colum. L. Rev. 265, 267 (2013) (defining “big waiver” as the “power to waive Congress’s rules”).
\textsuperscript{10} Elementary and Secondary Education Act § 8401, 20 U.S.C. § 6311. For simplicity, I use “state” herein to refer to state educational agencies or tribal authorities.
\textsuperscript{11} Skinner, supra note 2, at 1. Under section 1118(b)(1) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, a state or local educational agency may use Title I-A funds “only to supplement” state and local funds, but not to supplant, or replace, such funds. U.S. Dep’t of Educ., Supplement Not Supplant Under Title I, Part A of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as Amended By The Every Student Succeeds Act (2019), https://www2.ed.gov/policy/elsec/leg/essa/snsfinalguidance06192019.pdf [https://perma.cc/2KJ9-VQ8W].
\textsuperscript{12} Elementary and Secondary Education Act § 8401(b)(4)(A)(iii).
received since 2009 for waivers of ESEA programs.\textsuperscript{13} Most followed the Great Recession (90 requests in 2009–10) or the emergence of COVID-19 (154 in 2020), but states also submit waivers when natural disasters occur, or when states want to take advantage of flexibilities like trying new assessments.\textsuperscript{14}

Waivers can also enact policy priorities in the face of legislative challenges. When Congress failed to reauthorize No Child Left Behind in 2007, states risked losing federal funding for failing to meet proficiency targets.\textsuperscript{15} The Obama Administration then enacted a conditional waiver scheme.\textsuperscript{16} Unfortunately, that waiver scheme led Congress to constrain the Secretary’s waiver authority when it passed the Every Student Succeeds Act of 2015.\textsuperscript{17} But, within constraints, the Secretary still has relatively broad waiver authority. And that authority can provide a key education policy tool.

Pressures facing the Biden Administration—as well as the latest science on child development—should lead it to issue an interpretive rule that interprets Section 8401 through the lens of whole child equity. An interpretive rule tells the public how an agency will construe a statute it administers.\textsuperscript{18} In the months and years ahead, the Administration will face pressures including whether to modify or waive annual testing requirements in future school years, how to advance the Secretary’s stated priorities to “reimagine education”\textsuperscript{19} with a slim congressional majority and multiple legislative priorities, and how to heed calls for a greater racial justice agenda.\textsuperscript{20} At the same time, whole

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{15} See infra Part I.B.
\item \textsuperscript{16} See id.
\item \textsuperscript{17} See infra Part I.C.
\item \textsuperscript{18} Perez v. Mortg. Bankers Ass’n, 575 U.S. 92, 97 (2015).
\item \textsuperscript{19} Matt Barnum, 5 Big Questions Facing Miguel Cardona, Biden’s Pick For Education Secretary, CHALKBEAT (Feb. 2, 2021, 4:39 PM), https://www.chalkbeat.org/2020/12/23/22197906/5-big-questions-miguel-cardona-education-secretary [https://perma.cc/7FCC-D59N].
\item \textsuperscript{20} See John B. King, Jr. & Marc. H. Morial, KING/MORIAL: Advocate for a Racial
child equity research shows that adverse childhood experiences—and schools’ academic, social, and emotional supports for students in the wake of those experiences—affect “student achievement.” The Secretary should interpret existing waiver authority to support a whole child equity approach, using this research to inform the granting and denial of waivers.22

Part I describes the legislative history of Congress narrowing the Secretary’s waiver authority. Part II shows that current law, courts, and similar statutes support the Secretary’s relatively broad discretion. Part III explains why this broad discretion effectuates congressional intent. Part IV proposes an interpretative rule to guide the waiver process, and analyzes how such a rule could advance the Biden Administration’s priorities.

I. A LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF NARROWING AUTHORITY

The ESEA has progressed from not even including waivers, to including them as a response to a growth in federal programs, to restricting them. The arc of waiver authority follows a broader arc of the Act from a targeted, equity-focused statute to an outcome-focused statute—and, most recently, to an Act reflecting a call for a greater urge for education federalism. Yet the Act’s waiver provision has remained relatively unchanged.

A. FROM FUNDING TO “FLEXIBILITY”

At its outset in 1965, the ESEA did not contain a waiver provision. The Act provided funds to promote equal educational opportunities and attached discrimination prohibitions to those funds, but required states to do little in exchange. States had to submit plans, but only to describe how they would spend funds for school library

22. For a discussion of this approach, see infra Part IV.A.
23. Derek W. Black, Abandoning the Federal Role in Education: The Every Student Succeeds Act, 105 CAL. L. REV. 1309, 1317 (2017). Congress did not explicitly address desegregation in the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. But, because Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1965 prohibited discrimination in all federally funded programs, the new federal programs the Act funded enabled the federal government to effectuate Title VI protections. Id. at 1319.
24. Id. at 1318.
resources, textbooks, and other instructional materials. By the late 1970s and early 1980s, however, disillusionment with desegregation efforts, disappointment with ESEA results, and a movement toward states’ rights each grew. Congress stopped increasing funding for the Act, and made funds resemble general aid and block grants rather than target them at resource equity.

At the same time, a “flexibility” narrative had taken hold. Federal education programs had expanded to target specific groups of students, like the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, or subject areas, such as the Carl D. Perkins Vocational-Technical Education Act. These programs yielded concerns ranging from burdensome paperwork to, as then-Florida Commissioner of Education Frank Brogan put it, a “one size fits all command and control approach that we in the states are abandoning.”

As Congress increased funds for the highest-needs districts in the Improving America’s Schools Act, the 1994 reauthorization of the ESEA, it created a new ESEA waiver provision. The waiver provision “recognize[d] the need for greater local flexibility” to support states’ efforts to increase instructional quality or student academic performance. The Act outlined a waiver request procedure, included exceptions to the Secretary’s waiver authority, capped the length of waivers to three years, and required local educational agencies, states,

27. Id.
31. See S. REP. NO. 103-292, at 46–47 (1994). The Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources “recognize[d] the need for greater local flexibility in the administration of Federal education programs,” thus “support[ing] the use of waivers for the purpose of improving services and student performance.” Democrats and Republicans alike continued calls for flexibility throughout the 1990s. President Bill Clinton, for example, bragged about how his administration had “granted 357 waivers,” how the federal government had no “business telling you whom to hire, how to teach, [or] how to run schools,” and how he had “vigorously supported more school-based management, and more flexibility” for states. H.R. REP. NO. 106-43, at 10 (1999).
and tribal authorities to submit annual reports to the Secretary. Many of these requirements exist today.

B. NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND INCREASES FLEXIBILITY IN EXCHANGE FOR ACCOUNTABILITY

The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 doubled down on trading flexibility for accountability, but left waiver requirements largely the same as before. No Child Left Behind imposed far more accountability requirements than previous iterations of Title I: in exchange for more federal funds than before, states had to adopt challenging academic standards for English, math, and science; assess student proficiency; achieve proficiency in those subjects by 2014; disaggregate school performance by subgroups; and apply consequences to schools that failed to meet adequate yearly progress toward proficiency. But states could design their own standards and curricula while receiving funds that still resembled block grants and general aid. Meanwhile, the House Committee on Education and the Workforce largely “continued the scope” of the Secretary’s waiver authority. The Committee left most of the Act’s waiver language untouched, including a requirement that a state, local educational agency, or tribe requesting a waiver describe how a waiver would “increase the quality of instruction for students” and “improve the academic achievement of students.”

Ten years later, and following a failed reauthorization attempt by Congress in 2007, the ESEA was overdue for reauthorization. Without reauthorization, if schools failed to meet the Act’s proficiency targets by 2014—the year all learners were supposed to be proficient—they would lose federal funds. And, as Secretary of Education Arne Duncan announced, 80 percent of the nation’s schools would fail to

33. Id. at 3899–3901.
34. Black, supra note 23, at 1324 (“The NCLB imposed far more requirements and accountability than any prior version of Title I. In exchange for an influx of resources, it required states to meet several absolute benchmarks.”).
35. Id.
36. Id.
37. See supra Part I.A.
41. Id. at 1329.
meet proficiency targets. The Obama Administration then created ESEA Flexibility, through which Secretary Duncan would waive state and local violations of the No Child Left Behind Act if states adopted reforms like those of the earlier Race to the Top program. These included adopting college- and career-ready standards; developing annual measurable goals and focusing turnaround efforts on the lowest-performing schools; implementing teacher and principal evaluation systems that differentiated performance based in part on student data; and removing reporting requirements that had little or no impact on student outcomes. Forty-five states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Bureau of Indian Education submitted requests for flexibility.

Through waiver conditions, the Obama Administration revamped much of No Child Left Behind. Whereas No Child Left Behind gave states autonomy to set curricular standards, the waiver conditions required states to adopt college- and career-ready standards—effectively, the Common Core State Standards or comparable ones. No Child Left Behind made no mention of teacher evaluations, but the waiver application required states to adopt “high-quality” teacher and principal evaluation systems with multiple elements. Waivers also did away with multiple No Child Left Behind proficiency requirements. In doing so, the White House seized “an opportunity to fix what’s wrong with No Child Left Behind without waiting any longer for Congress to act.”

But national political opposition arose in response to the waiver conditions. Aggravation with the Common Core standards, high-stakes testing, and the weight of testing in teacher evaluations fueled
substantive objections. Procedural objections stemmed from the Obama Administration acting through administrative law rather than going through Congress.

C. THE EVERY STUDENT SUCCEEDS ACT SIGNALS A RETURN TO FEDERALISM

In 2015, Congress limited the Secretary’s authority through the Every Student Succeeds Act, the 2015 reauthorization of the ESEA. The Every Student Succeeds Act rendered “null and void” the waivers granted just three years earlier. Yet it continued some of the substantive tenets of ESEA Flexibility: challenging, state-designed academic standards; annual testing; interventions for the lowest-performing schools; and certified (though not “highly qualified,” as the waivers required) teachers. Despite Congress nullifying its own waivers and waiver authority, the Obama Administration lauded the Every Student Succeeds Act’s codification of “many of the key reforms the Administration [had] . . . encouraged states and districts to adopt in exchange for waivers.”

Further, the Every Student Succeeds Act kept the Act’s waiver requirements mostly the same. Throughout iterations of the bill, Democrats and Republicans contested what the scope of the Secretary’s waiver authority should be. Yet the law kept the actual requirements for a waiver—including that an application “reasonably demonstrat[e] that the waiver will improve instruction for students and advance student academic achievement”—largely intact.

D. COVID-19 LEADS TO WIDESPREAD ASSESSMENT WAIVERS—AND A CONTRAST FROM NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND WAIVERS

About five years after the passage of the Every Student Succeeds Act, the COVID-19 pandemic led to the largest push for waivers since No Child Left Behind. As schools closed in March 2020, states moved

50. Black, supra note 23, at 1331–32.
51. Id.
52. See id.
57. See id. at 135.
to scrap math, reading, and science tests required by the Act. 58 Many states applied for waivers from the U.S. Department of Education; two scrapped their tests without waiting. 59 Congress directed the Secretary of Education to create an “expedited application process” 60 for waiver requests. And it required states, tribes, and local school districts to describe how COVID-19 would prevent or restrict compliance with Act requirements, and to assure that the state, tribe, or school district would work to “mitigate any negative effects” that might result from the waiver. 61 The Department published a template waiver request form and promised a one-day turnaround. 62 Every state, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Bureau of Indian Education requested and received a waiver for the 2019–20 school year. 63

The next year, the Biden Administration declined to grant similar “blanket waivers.” 64 Rather, the U.S. Department of Education “emphasize[d] the importance of flexibility.” 65 It suggested states could

---

59. Id.
60. Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Pub. L. No. 116-136, § 3511(b)(1), 134 Stat. 281, 400 (2020). Although outside the scope of this Essay, checkboxes or forms waivers warrant further study. In emergency situations like COVID-19, these forms can expedite applications and exemplify a federal intervention to help states. Of course, such forms might make it too easy for an executive to waive statutory safeguards.
61. Id. § 3511(c)(2).
65. Id.
administer shorter, remote, or later-than-usual versions of their statewide assessments. The Department maintained all state and local report card requirements, including requirements to disaggregate data by subgroups. But the Department invited states to request waivers from accountability requirements to identify low-performing schools and require at least 95 percent of students to take year-end assessments, and provided a checkbox template for doing so.

States’ assessment waiver requests varied, as did the Department’s responses. The Department granted the District of Columbia the only blanket waiver from assessments; denied a similar request from New York; denied Michigan’s and Montana’s requests to let school districts administer local (rather than statewide) assessments; approved Oregon’s plan to test students in fewer grades; and told New Jersey and California that waivers were not needed to administer statewide assessments in the fall or in all districts except where “not viable,” respectively. But 41 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Bureau of Indian Education received waivers for relief from the Act’s accountability requirements.

Unlike No Child Left Behind waivers, COVID-19 waivers occurred within a much different Overton window, or range of policies.

---

66. Id. The Department did, however, “specifically encourage” states to extend testing windows for English language proficiency assessments. Given that these assessments provide a diagnostic for students’ language needs, Paul Bruno and Dan Goldhaber suggest that these assessments enjoy more political support and less pushback than other assessments. Paul Bruno & Dan Goldhaber, Calder Policy Brief No. 26-0721, Reflections on What Pandemic-Related State Test Waiver Requests Suggest About the Priorities for the Use of Tests 5–6, NAT’L CTR. FOR ANALYSIS OF LONGITUDINAL DATA IN EDUC. RSCH. (2021), http://caldercouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/CALDER%20Policy%20Brief%2026-0721.pdf [https://perma.cc/JSV3-YYVY].


69. See Blad & Ujifusa, supra note 67.

70. Id.

politically acceptable to the mainstream. But COVID-19 waivers responded to a need to balance competing interests. Civil rights groups called for statewide assessments as a comparative tool, while education leaders differed in what, if any, purposes that testing would serve. And, whereas schools risked losing federal funds without No Child Left Behind waivers, COVID-19 waivers were decided independent of school funding from the CARES Act or the American Rescue Plan, both of which Congress mostly distributed through the Title I formula of the ESEA. The COVID-19 era of waivers might confirm the demise of policymaking through education waivers or reflect the difficulty in balancing competing visions of assessments and accountability when deciding waiver criteria. Or this era might be an outlier in the history of waivers, given the greater political attention on school reopenings or stimulus funding. Still, unlike the expressed waiver language in the CARES Act, Congress did not include language in the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 encouraging or restricting the Secretary’s waiver discretion.

Congress has narrowed the Secretary’s waiver authority over time. But the implementing requirements have largely remained the same, informing the Secretary’s current discretion.

---


73. See supra Part I.B.


II. THE SECRETARY HAS BROAD WAIVER DISCRETION

Today, the Secretary of Education enjoys relatively broad waiver discretion. First, the waiver statute gives the Secretary broad discretion. Second, few courts have challenged—much less ruled on—the waiver provision. Third, similarly broad provisions abound in federal statutes.

A. THE STATUTE GIVES THE SECRETARY RELATIVELY BROAD WAIVER AUTHORITY

Section 8401 of the ESEA allows the Secretary of Education to “waive any statutory or regulatory requirement of this chapter for which a waiver request is submitted” by a state educational agency or tribal authority.\(^77\) To request a waiver, a state educational agency or tribal authority must submit a plan that fulfills certain requirements, including describing “how the waiving of such requirements will advance student academic achievement,” how the state agency will monitor implementation, and how the agency will serve the same populations served by the programs to be waived.\(^78\) The agency must also provide for notice and comment, and summarize the comments.\(^79\) After a state submits a waiver request, the Secretary has 120 days to provide an initial determination. If the Secretary disapproves, the Secretary must offer the state a chance to revise its application and re-submit. If the resubmission still fails to meet the requirements, the Secretary must offer a hearing on the record.\(^80\) If the Secretary approves, a state must provide an annual report on progress, and the Secretary may terminate the waiver if it is not “contribut[ing] to the progress of schools” or “no longer necessary to achieve its original purposes.”\(^81\)

Under section 8401, the Secretary’s may disapprove a waiver request if the request:

- (i) fails to meet submission requirements listed in Section 8401 of the Act;\(^82\)

---

77. Elementary and Secondary Education Act § 8401. A local educational agency may do so through its state educational agency.
78. Id. § 8401(b)(1).
79. Id. § 8401(b) (3)(A)–(B). To be clear, these differ from the notice and comment requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act, and a search did not reveal implementing regulations.
80. Id. § 8401(a)(3).
81. Id. § 8401(f)(A)–(B).
82. Id. § 8401(b)(4)(A)(i).
• (ii) concerns items the Secretary may not waive, such as the distribution of funds; “supplement, not supplant” requirements; comparability of services requirements; “equitable participation” of private school students and teachers; parental participation and involvement; applicable civil rights requirements; requirements for charter schools under the Charter Schools Program; and maintenance of effort requirements;

• (iii) provides “insufficient information to demonstrate” that a waiver “will advance student academic achievement consistent with the purposes of this Act,” or

• (iv) does not provide for "adequate evaluation to ensure review and continuous improvement of the plan." The Secretary may not deny a waiver request based on “conditions outside the scope” of the waiver request. The Secretary could not, for instance, condition a waiver of annual grade 8 science assessments on whether a state implements a new professional development program for educators of English Learners. Relatedly, the Secretary may not promulgate rules or regulations that add statewide accountability system requirements, add or delete specific state standards, specify academic assessments or weights for evaluation systems, or specify school support or improvement strategies. And the Secretary may neither issue guidance that "provides a strictly limited or exhaustive list to illustrate successful implementation of provisions under this section," nor require data collection beyond existing federal, state, or local reporting requirements.

Still, the Secretary has broad authority to grant or deny waivers. The Secretary may deny a waiver, for instance, if its implementation plan provides "insufficient information" to show that the requested waiver will "advance student achievement consistent with the purposes of this Act." The department, however, has rarely denied waivers. Out of 488 responses to waiver requests issued since 2009, the

83. *Id.* § 8401(b)(4)(A)(ii).
84. *Id.* § 8401(c); see also *Skinner*, supra note 2, at 1 (summarizing these requirements). The Secretary may not waive maintenance of effort requirements under Section 8401, but may waive such requirements under other Act provisions.
86. *Id.* § 8401(b)(4)(A)(iv).
87. *Id.* § 8401(b)(4)(D).
88. *Id.* § 1111(e)(1)(B).
89. *Id.* § 1111(e)(1)(C)-(D).
90. *Id.* § 8401(a)(4)(A).
Department has issued at least 40 denials—a little over 12 percent.\textsuperscript{91} In 2018, for example, 27 states exceeded a statutory cap allowing no more than one percent of students with the most significant cognitive disabilities to participate in alternate assessments; 23 received a waiver.\textsuperscript{92} The following year, 36 states exceeded the cap, and 22 received a waiver.\textsuperscript{93} To be clear, more denials would not necessarily lead to better student outcomes. But the Secretary certainly has the flexibility to issue such denials.

\section*{B. \textsc{Courts Have Supported Secretarial Discretion}}

Few states or school districts have challenged the Act’s waiver arrangements. Neither the U.S. Supreme Court nor the federal circuit courts have ruled on waivers, but two district court cases have supported agency discretion.

\subsection*{1. \textit{Connecticut v. Spellings}}

In \textit{Connecticut v. Spellings}, a federal district court held that the Secretary enjoys discretion to grant or deny a waiver because the decision is one “committed to the agency.”\textsuperscript{94} Four years after the passage of the No Child Left Behind Act, Connecticut sought a waiver and state plan amendments to modify requirements related to annual testing, testing of English Language Learners, and special education students.\textsuperscript{95} After being denied waivers, Connecticut challenged Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings’s waiver denials.\textsuperscript{96} The court found that even when Congress has not precluded review, section 701(a)(2) of the Administrative Procedure Act precludes review if the governing

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{93} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{94} Connecticut v. Spellings, 453 F. Supp. 2d 459, 495 (D. Conn. 2006) (quoting the Secretary of Education’s reply brief).
  \item \textsuperscript{95} See id. at 477.
  \item \textsuperscript{96} Id. at 474. Connecticut challenged Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings’ interpretation of a No Child Left Behind provision barring unfunded mandates as well.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
statute provides a court "no meaningful standard"97 against which to judge the agency's exercise of its discretion. In this case, the waiver provision "[did] not provide any standard—let alone a meaningful one" for judicial review.98 Because of the agency's discretion concerning waiver denials, the Secretary's denial of waiver requests was not reviewable under section 701(a)(2) of the Administrative Procedure Act.99

And the waiver provision offered no standards for reviewing the denial of a specific waiver.100 Although waiver requests had to include specific information,101 the No Child Left Behind Act "d[id] not re-

quire"102 the Secretary to grant a waiver if a request contained this information. Plus, the court reasoned, Congress had other ways of cab-

ining the Secretary's discretion.103 Congress prevented the Secretary from waiving a number of No Child Left Behind requirements; author-

ized only "effective" waiver extensions that "contributed to improved student achievement" and were in the "public interest"104; required an annual report to Congress on the use of waivers and whether they had increased instruction quality and academic achievement105; and set restrictions on terminating a waiver.106 "It seems clear," the court con-

cluded, that Congress limited the Secretary of Education's exercise of discretion to grant waivers but left "completely unfettered" the Secretary's discretion to deny a waiver.107

2. 

Jindal v. United States Department of Education

Even when the Secretary used conditional waivers, a federal
district court found that the use of waivers did not violate the ESEA and that the use of waiver conditions was constitutional.\textsuperscript{108} In 2015, Louisiana governor Bobby Jindal contended that the Obama Administration exceeded its constitutional authority when it enacted conditional waivers via ESEA Flexibility.\textsuperscript{109} The court disagreed for two reasons.

First, the granting of waivers in exchange for adopting standards "common to a significant number of states" did not exceed the Secretary's authority.\textsuperscript{110} The ESEA prohibits the Secretary from conditioning a state plan's approval on adding or deleting "specific elements" of its academic standards, using "specific assessment instruments," or approving or certifying state standards themselves.\textsuperscript{111} Jindal claimed that requiring states to adopt the Common Core State Standards and PARCC assessments amounted to requiring a state to add or delete elements from its standards and assessments.\textsuperscript{112} But Jindal failed to show any evidence that the ESEA Flexibility scheme did so.\textsuperscript{113}

Second, the court declined to find ESEA Flexibility's conditions "coercive."\textsuperscript{114} Jindal alleged that refusing to agree to the waiver conditions could ultimately mean losing ESEA funds.\textsuperscript{115} Even so, the conditional waiver program itself did "not award funds to States or threaten state funding."\textsuperscript{116} In \textit{National Federation of Independent Businesses v. Sebelius}, Affordable Care Act conditions were "viewed as a means of pressuring the States to accept policy changes" to Medicaid.\textsuperscript{117} But ESEA Flexibility conditions—such as encouraging states to adopt college and career ready standards and aligned assessments—"protect[ed], rather than threaten[ed]" funding.\textsuperscript{118} And Jindal provided no evidence that states were unaware of the program's conditions or the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Id. at *2 (M.D. La. Sept. 16, 2015). For more information on ESEA Flexibility, see supra Part I.B.
\item Jindal, 2015 WL 5474290, at *10.
\item Id. at *9.
\item Id. PARCC was a consortium of states that developed a set of assessments aligned to the Common Core State Standards. Id. at *2 n.18.
\item Id.
\item Id.
\item Id.
\item Id. (citing Nat'l Fed'n of Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius, 132 S. Ct. 2566, 2602, 2604 (2012)).
\item Jindal, 2015 WL 5474290, at *14.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Secretary’s broad waiver authority.119 “States were free to apply or not,”120 and so was he.121

Admittedly, Jindal’s allegations were not outliers. After the Department launched ESEA Flexibility, other states challenged the Department’s interpretation, one state sought an administrative hearing, and House and Senate committees questioned the Secretary’s authority.122 Still, the court found that the Secretary’s actions did not go beyond the scope of waiver authority under the ESEA.

C. Similar Provisions Offer Agencies Broad Discretion, with Limited or No Judicial Review

Multiple federal statutes grant agencies waiver discretion and do so with minimal or no judicial review. The Connecticut v. Spellings court pointed to statutes that, for instance, vested the decisionmaker with authority to make substantive and procedural rules for resolving claims under the September 11 Victim Compensation Fund,123 or authorized payments to service providers “at such time or times as the Secretary believes appropriate (but not less often than monthly).”124 Each of these commit waiver requests to agency discretion, exempting the requests from judicial review.125

Of course, courts may review when an agency fails to conduct sufficient review or make adequate findings on the merits of a waiver.126 Under the Administrative Procedure Act, if an agency relies on factors that Congress did not intend for it to consider, fails to consider “an important aspect of the problem,” offers a justification counter to the evidence or that is “so implausible that it could not be ascribed to a difference in view or the product of agency expertise,” a court may find

119. Id.
120. Id.
121. Jindal himself had enthusiastically supported the Common Core State Standards when Louisiana applied for them five years prior. Id. at *11 n.101.
124. Id. (quoting Greater N.Y. Hosp. Ass’n v. Mathews, 536 F.2d 494, 497 (2d Cir. 1976)).
125. Id. at 497.
a waiver decision arbitrary and capricious. The Ninth Circuit, for instance, found that the Secretary of Health and Human Services granted California a waiver to cut a benefits program without conducting sufficient review or making adequate findings regarding the merits of the waiver. But that case involved a record that contained "no evidence" that the Secretary had considered the effects of cutting the program—and might suggest that only an "extraordinarily sparse" record would trigger judicial review.

Courts, however, have not clarified the extent to which a waiver must promote the objectives of its statute. Take section 1115 of the Social Security Act, under which states may receive a federal waiver to try approaches that differ from the requirements of Medicaid. Congress required that a waiver request, "in the judgment of the Secretary, [be] likely to assist in promoting the objectives of [the Act]." Medicaid aims to "furnish . . . medical assistance on behalf of families with dependent children and of aged, blind, or disabled individuals, whose income and resources are insufficient to meet the costs of necessary medical services." But no formulaic approach exists for how a waiver might promote these objectives, or for how a court might evaluate when a waiver runs afoot of these objectives. A waiver might, for instance, expand eligibility for new beneficiaries but up costs for existing beneficiaries. Medicaid waivers thus illustrate how complicated tradeoffs in fulfilling statutory objectives can leave an agency with plenty of discretion.

Even when discretion is subject to judicial review, courts have not conclusively answered how to review such discretion. In Wood v. Betlach, Arizona beneficiaries challenged a state waiver application approved by the Secretary of Health and Human Services that would impose higher copayments on them. The court ignored the

128. Beno v. Shalala, 30 F.3d 1057, 1073 (9th Cir. 1994).
129. Id. at 1075.
130. Id. at 1076.
133. Stiglitz, supra note 131, at 147.
question of whether the waiver as a whole had to satisfy the Social Security Act’s objectives, or whether every component of a waiver had to do so.137 Rather, the court determined that copayments challenged as part of a larger section 1115 waiver did not merit independent approval.138 All in all, even when judicial review applies, courts may struggle to check policy and political judgments—including those that an education secretary may exercise.

III. THE SECRETARY SHOULD HAVE BROAD DISCRETION BECAUSE BROAD DISCRETION EFFECTUATES CONGRESSIONAL INTENT

Even if the ESEA statute’s text, prior court decisions, and similar statutes did not suggest broad discretion for the Secretary of Education, the Secretary should enjoy broad waiver discretion. When Congress delegates the power to waive provisions of law that Congress itself has made, it advances its own statutory objectives by creating regulatory flexibility.139 In the ESEA, waivers give the Secretary flexibility to respond to changing conditions in the pursuit of the statute’s objectives. That flexibility advances Congress’s intent even in the case of conditional aid—contrary to what critics of No Child Left Behind waivers asserted.

A. “BIG WAIVER” SCHEMES LIKE ESEA ADVANCE CONGRESSIONAL INTENT

The Secretary of Education should have the power to waive the Act’s statutory requirements because Congress included a “big waiver” in order to effectuate its objectives under changing conditions. A look at the nature of such waiver schemes, as well as the instant case of the Act, reflects Congress’s intent.

Agencies have had the power to apply enforcement discretion or waive limited statutory requirements throughout U.S. history.140 But “big waiver” schemes, which might include the authority to waive almost any part of a statute or condition a waiver, are relatively new.141 Unlike enforcement discretion, or the executive branch’s decision not to enforce a statutory requirement, a “big waiver” scheme enjoys expressed statutory support.142 Unlike a limited waiver, or a provision that delegates a limited power to waive or modify requirements in
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exceptional cases, a “big waiver” might allow an agency to waive conditions with broad authority or without predicate conditions. Such a scheme could obscure accountability or allow for the gutting of social safety net programs under the guise of “flexibility.” But such a scheme can preserve Congress’s attempts to confer positive rights through spending programs. This provides a “safety valve” that can release pressure when statutory objectives may not be attainable due to changed circumstances.

The ESEA reflects such an attempt. In the 1990s, as a consensus emerged that federal education funding schemes had become too rigid, Congress did not remove the original statutory constraints. Instead, it delegated authority for removing statutory constraints to the Secretary via waivers. In education, states use the safety valve frequently. A world without federal education waivers would be impractical: consider the flexibility needed to respond to emergencies, like when Puerto Rico received a 2018 waiver following Hurricanes Maria and Irma. Or think about the benefits of piloting new assessments, as in the case of Hawaii’s 2017 waiver to pilot the Hawaiian State Language Assessments. Waivers allow the Secretary to respond to changing conditions in the pursuit of a “fair, equitable, and high-quality education” for “all children.”

Of course, waivers in federal statutes can frustrate congressional intent if not implemented judiciously. Take a recent analysis that finds that waivers meant to improve Medicaid led to Michigan increasing
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insurance premiums, Iowa disenrolling more than 14,000 beneficiaries from Medicaid, and Arkansas imposing work requirements on adults enrolled in its Medicaid expansion.\textsuperscript{153} Under the ESEA, recall the Department of Education's failure to properly monitor state assessments for students with significant cognitive disabilities.\textsuperscript{154} Or recall the balancing act of flexibility and utility for assessments during the pandemic—waiving, for instance, the requirement that 95 percent of students take statewide assessments or allowing California districts to essentially decide whether to give exams.\textsuperscript{155} By allowing varying, state-by-state testing waivers, some might argue that the U.S. Department of Education made assessments less useful. In short, without guardrails, a "big waiver" can sometimes allow an agency to take Congress's statutory objectives off track.

But two fixes can guard against the derailment of "big waiver" schemes. First, Congress can limit waivers to those that achieve expressed statutory purposes.\textsuperscript{156} Recall the expressed limitations on the Secretary's authority that persist under the ESEA.\textsuperscript{157} And No Child Left Behind required waiver applicants to show how a requested waiver would "increase" instructional quality and "improve" student achievement, meaning that a proposed waiver should have shown that it would produce results better than the statute's baseline requirements.\textsuperscript{158} The Every Student Succeeds Act requires applicants to show how a waiver would "advance" student achievement.\textsuperscript{159} Given the similarity of "advance" to "improve," the presumed meaning—and legislative guidance—is likely the same.\textsuperscript{160} Second, as discussed below, agencies themselves can pair a waiver scheme with an interpretive rule or policy guidance that furthers congressional intent.

\textbf{B. Conditional Waivers Also Advance Congressional Intent}

Waivers still effectuate congressional intent when granted with
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conditions, contrary to what the opponents of ESEA Flexibility might have argued. Congress, of course, must make conditions clear and limit agency discretion. Even though the backlash to ESEA Flexibility led to Congress doing the latter, conditional waivers themselves are still constitutional.

Congress may allow—or decline to prohibit—an agency from imposing conditions in exchange for a waiver. This gives an agency flexibility to negotiate with a program participant and to induce the participant’s continued participation. Conditions can also help local or state experiments achieve the objective’s statutes. Opponents of conditional waivers may argue that such waivers unconstitutionally coerce a state into accepting requirements it would not have agreed to otherwise. But Sebelius and its related cases support a more narrow view. Waivers—particularly conditional waivers—function as a contract: in return for funds, states agree to comply with conditions. Unconstitutional coercion only occurs when Congress takes an entrenched program and tells states they can only participate in that entrenched program if they also agree to participate in a separate, unrelated program.

Essentially, the power to condition can be understood as the power to effectuate statutory objectives, with two limits. One limit is that Congress must make conditions for states’ receipt of federal funds “unambiguous” so that states may be “cognizant of the choices of their participation.” The other is that the executive’s discretion may be unfettered, but only within the aims and bounds of the originating statute. Executive officials can presume the authority to impose conditions, but those conditions should reflect the aims and guardrails of the statute as closely as possible.

ESEA Flexibility reflected a form of the second limit. Conditional waivers can enable the executive branch to shape policy, but are more
likely to be controversial: recall the backlash to the program,\(^\text{173}\) and Congress adding a provision in the Every Student Succeeds Act forbidding the Secretary from imposing conditions outside the bounds of the waiver request.\(^\text{174}\) Although Congress curtailed the Secretary's authority, that was not a referendum on the constitutionality of conditional waivers—or a limit on a future Congress removing that provision.

* * *

Waivers cannot appropriate more money for education, undo the ESEA's restrictions on secretarial authority, or fix federalism's shortfalls when it comes to advancing equity. But, in the face of competing priorities and congressional obstructions, they offer a tool not to be overlooked.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR WAIVER AUTHORITY

The Secretary of Education should make an “interpretative” rule\(^\text{175}\) interpreting section 8401 waiver authority to advance a whole-child approach to student achievement. Such a rule could advance priorities that will benefit students across the country, including in areas like testing, state plan amendments, and desegregation.

A. INTERPRETING WAIVER REQUESTS IN A “WHOLE CHILD” MANNER

An interpretive rule advises the public about how an agency will construe a statute it administers.\(^\text{176}\) Under the ESEA, the Secretary can interpret the “advance student achievement” language of the Act to shape future waiver decisions. And such an interpretation would reflect the latest research—already embraced by Congress and the White House—on child development and add transparency, while providing a faster route than notice-and-comment rulemaking.

1. Interpreting the Act’s Waiver Provisions

Under the Administrative Procedure Act, Congress distinguished legislative rules from “interpretive rules” and “general statements of policy.”\(^\text{177}\) Unlike legislative rules, which must go through notice-and-
comment rulemaking,\textsuperscript{178} the U.S. Office of Management and Budget considers interpretive rules as a type of agency guidance.\textsuperscript{179} Interpretive rules do not carry the force and effect of law and are not accorded such weight during judicial review,\textsuperscript{180} largely because they do not impose “legally binding obligations or prohibitions.”\textsuperscript{181} In turn, Congress did not subject interpretive rules to notice-and-comment requirements.\textsuperscript{182} This makes the process of issuing them “comparatively easier for agencies than issuing legislative rules.”\textsuperscript{183}

The Secretary should take advantage of this process. Under section 8401(b)(1) of the ESEA, states requesting a waiver must describe “how the waiving of such requirements will advance student academic achievement,” how the state agency will monitor implementation, and how the agency will serve the same populations served by the programs to be waived.\textsuperscript{184} Further, a waiver recipient must report annually on the “progress” of schools covered under the waiver “toward improving student academic achievement,” and how the use of the waiver has contributed to such progress.”\textsuperscript{185} To date, neither federal regulations nor departmental guidance appear to have interpreted these provisions. The Secretary could interpret these aspects in a manner supporting whole child equity, which refers to a child-centered transformation of instructional, social, and emotional learning policy responses.\textsuperscript{186}

Whole child equity acknowledges that adverse childhood experiences like trauma and chronic stress—often associated with poverty, race, ethnicity, and disability—affect how children develop and
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learn. It realizes that children need environments that support their learning needs, and support mental health needs or basic needs like nutrition and shelter. And it means that school systems should (1) focus accountability, guidance, and investments on developmental supports; (2) design schools to provide for healthy development; and (3) enable educators to better support students from a diverse range of contexts.

To apply whole child equity via an interpretive rule, the Secretary might issue non-binding guidance that first explains the science behind whole child equity and how schools might apply the approach in school and systems design. The guidance would state that, where applicable, a waiver request and its corresponding implementation plan "advance student achievement" when it furthers a state’s attempts to support holistic child development. That guidance might offer examples of scenarios in which the Department might deny a waiver for failing to document how it would "advance student achievement." And the guidance could urge states to include in their annual reports updates on schools’ progress toward advancing students’ socioemotional needs as part of their efforts to support student achievement.

In practice, the Secretary might evaluate a state’s compliance with waiver notice-and-comment requirements by assessing the degrees to which a state or local educational agency reached out to historically underrepresented populations—those with children most likely to suffer from adverse childhood experiences—when informing the public about the proposed waiver. The Secretary might advise states that, pursuant to section 8401’s requirement that waivers include “adequate evaluation to ensure review and continuous improvement.”
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improvement,” an “adequate” evaluation might assess the degree to which plans support child development. The Secretary could decline to waive Act provisions that already support whole child equity, such as insisting that states continue to disaggregate school quality and support indicators by race and other student characteristics. And the Secretary’s application of whole child equity might look different for waiver requests after, say, a natural disaster (when an adverse childhood experience already informs a state’s choice to seek a waiver) compared to piloting a new assessment (when that assessment is one piece of a broader accountability system that may or may not take a whole child equity approach).

2. Justifications

As challenges face the Biden Administration—like responding to COVID-19 or articulating an overarching school improvement approach—three reasons justify such an interpretive rule.

First, research has embraced a multi-dimensional picture of academic achievement. So has Congress and the White House. The Every Student Succeeds Act already reflects this understanding, as do multiple bills introduced in the most recent Congress. What is more, the Biden Administration’s recent “Return to School Roadmap” tells schools to prioritize student health and safety in school reopening decisions—indeed, that meeting students’ social and emotional needs is “foundational” to helping students “overcome” the effects of adverse experiences. Thus, interpreting waiver requests in this
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manner would fulfill and advance congressional intent.

Second, doing so would add transparency while preserving the Secretary’s flexibility. An interpretive rule would advise state and local educational agencies and tribes about the Department’s interpretations. Although a whole child equity approach could appear to muddy waiver decisions on “academic” topics like annual assessments, research shows that multiple factors can affect a child’s academic achievement, such as certified and experienced teachers, social emotional learning supports, and access to health care.\(^{201}\) To that end, an interpretive rule would confirm that advancing “achievement” cannot be just understood to consist of academic achievement, and that addressing nonacademic factors bears on students’ academic achievement.

Such a rule would preserve flexibility by establishing a clear, transparent standard of review. An interpretive rule would preserve decision-making power with the Secretary while adding insight to how those decisions are made. Especially on the heels of an administration that did not always clarify how it came to waiver decisions,\(^{202}\) an interpretive rule would show the Biden Administration’s commitment to meeting the needs of all students.\(^{203}\) It would also add transparency to what the administration would not waive: proposals that do not consider whole child needs when opportunities to do so exist, and existing protections within the Every Student Succeeds Act that provide key safeguards for advancing equity.

Additional procedures like a formal, on-the-record hearing for waivers or having state officials review each other’s requests through a peer review process might offer similar transparency. But these procedures would add more than what section 8401, which vests waiver decisions with the Secretary and separates initial determinations
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from formal, on-the-record hearings, requires. And such procedures could drain agency resources or delay waiver decisions, or might open those decisions up to different interpretations of “advancing student achievement” in ways that forego the clarity and consistency of an interpretive rule. Even if an interpretive rule for whole child equity did not lead to watershed changes in day-to-day waiver reviews or were not applicable in some instances, an interpretive rule would provide a procedural way to reflect civil rights leaders’ calls for a racial justice approach to the Department’s work.

Third, such an interpretive rule could be done without notice and comment, expediting implementation and adding transparency without delay. Of course, the Department would probably solicit comments regarding a proposed interpretive rule. But comments would not legally bind the Department in the same manner as they would for a legislative rule. And the Department could still use a comment process to engage researchers and civil rights organizations that have already documented the links between whole child approaches and improved student outcomes, and to reflect such links on the record.

B. APPLYING AN INTERPRETIVE RULE FOR WAIVER AUTHORITY

While not exhaustive, the following examples show how an interpretive rule that defines “advancing student achievement” and any other waiver requirements could advance federal education priorities.

1. Testing and Accountability

An interpretive rule could provide clarity on how the Secretary plans to evaluate requests to waive annual testing. Even as the Biden Administration urges schools to return to in-person instruction, it is still likely to face waiver requests as schools continue to grapple with...
the pandemic.\textsuperscript{209} And such requests may intensify as the Delta variant puts some school reopening plans into question.\textsuperscript{210} Like last year, states might ask to waive assessment requirements completely; ask for targeted waivers that allow them to require only a sample of students to take an exam; test only certain grades; omit required “diagnostic reports” in areas of a subject like geometry, fractions, and so on; or skip alignments between tests and state standards.\textsuperscript{211}

Here, an interpretive rule prioritizing whole child equity would offer the administration a consistent framework for granting or denying waivers. For instance, an interpretive rule could prompt states to show in their waiver applications how schools will focus on efforts like parent outreach and students’ social-emotional health. If the administration wants to urge states to implement assessments without formal accountability (as Secretary Cardona had supported and some civil rights groups had urged), an interpretive rule could enable the Administration to do so in order to document disparities caused by the pandemic.\textsuperscript{212} If the administration wants to support targeted waivers, an interpretive rule could justify more labor-intensive approaches.

In the long term, an interpretive rule could address President Biden’s concerns about testing. For instance, the Secretary could devise waivers and guidance that let states adjust how they use assessment results, or that show states how to incorporate performance
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assessments or other alternative approaches. An interpretive rule would underscore the value that fewer, better tests may have for building a complete picture of a child's academic achievement, and that revised approaches to testing may balance accountability. And an interpretive rule might even provide a rationale for granting a waiver on the condition that a school show how it is redirecting its resources toward student support and enrichment activities.

2. State Plan Amendments

Although an interpretive rule for waivers would not affect state education plans, a rule would signal what states should consider for future plan amendments. Under the Every Student Succeeds Act, every state must submit a plan to the U.S. Department of Education showing how the state will implement the Act's programs. States began implementing their plans in the 2017–18 school year. A state seeking to make significant changes to its Every Student Succeeds Act plan—including to its academic standards, academic assessments, or accountability system—must submit a state plan amendment. These amendments are not subject to the waiver process. But an interpretive rule focused on ensuring whole child equity would serve as a signal. The Biden Administration could point to such a rule to show that, regardless of whether a state chooses to seek a waiver or submit a state plan amendment, states need to prioritize whole child equity in their use of ESEA funds.

With reauthorization of the Every Student Succeeds Act unlikely to happen soon, the Biden Administration might rally states to submit


amendments to their Every Student Succeeds Act plans. Indeed, as the pandemic continues, states might seek state plan amendments that scale back federally required accountability efforts. What the Secretary will or will not waive, therefore, provides an important consideration for a state considering a plan amendment—and might even steer states toward applying research-based recommendations for supporting student health and wellness.

3. Additional Priorities

With the added transparency of an interpretive rule, the Biden Administration could come to members of Congress and ask for appropriations or statutory fixes by showing how it will evaluate requests for waivers in those programs. For instance, the administration could seek increased flexibility in the following areas:

- **Charter schools:** Offer to waive—or to refrain from waiving—certain requirements of the federal Charter Schools Program in exchange for a ban on for-profit charter schools.

- **Student Support and Academic Enrichment Grants:** Seek the authority to waive or adjust the restrictions on technology purchasing, allowing for more money to be spent on providing devices to students and educators; identify provisions that could be reinterpreted or waived to promote access to Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports, restorative justice, or other social and emotional learning initiatives.

- **Flexibility for equitable per pupil funding:** Section 1501 of the ESEA offers local educational agencies the flexibility to consolidate federal, state, and local funds based on weights that allocate more funding to English learners, economically disadvantaged students, or other student groups a local educational agency chooses. In districts with large intradistrict funding disparities, the Secretary could explore how to offer waivers in ways that would encourage them to participate—and, ideally, to direct
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additional funds toward their highest-needs students that provide whole-child supports.

- **Desegregation**: The Secretary could task the Department’s general counsel to identify additional provisions of the Act where waivers could facilitate school integration activities or equitable school funding.

Admittedly, many changes the Biden Administration seeks would require congressional appropriations or statutory fixes. A waiver on accountability requirements may not, say, induce a state to spend more on school construction or teacher salaries. But an interpretive rule on waivers could move educational equity forward while the administration focuses public attention and political capital on its legislative efforts, or if the Administration faces a Republican-controlled Congress. And a rule could raise flexibilities to explore in the next reauthorization of the Act.

**CONCLUSION**

Waivers help an agency respond to changing conditions, increase agency flexibility, and advance executive policy priorities. The words of section 8401 have changed relatively little. Courts have continued to support discretion in education and elsewhere. And the doctrinal and practical arguments for discretion within limits will only continue to grow in the face of a more complex national education landscape. By pursuing an interpretive rule and applying it to pressing Biden Administration priorities, the Secretary of Education can take advantage of an often-overlooked tool to move education forward for our nation’s students.